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stamps, and I would be glad if you
would furnish me with specimens of
them printed in single colours of
various shades, - e.g. dark green,
crimson, pink, orange, brown,
chocolate, dark blue, or any other
colours
which
may
suggest
themselves to you. I may also, in this
The story of the GB Edward VII 2d
Controller of Stamps
connection, draw attention to the
Tyrian Plum began at the beginning
French Postage Stamps, the colours
of 1909. The British Post Office had
Another factor was that it was now the
of which are certainly very effective”.
been issuing bi-coloured postage
20th century, and bi-coloured stamps
stamps for over 22 years. However,
were considered by many to be old“It is also proposed to introduce a
no matter how pleasing they might
fashioned. It was no surprise, then,
new single-colour singly-fugitive
be to the eye, there were several
when on the 24th February 1909, H. F.
Postage Stamp at the rate of 7d. I
reasons why bi-coloured were now
Bartlett, The Controller of Stamps at
should therefore be glad if you would
considered unsatisfactory.
the Inland Revenue Offices at
be good enough to prepare designs
Somerset House, sent a letter to De La
for a Stamp at that rate, and make
First of all there was the cost. It was
Rue Ltd., at their premises at Bunhill
suggestions of the colour you would
extremely labour intensive to print a
Row, London E.C., informing them that
recommend
for
adoption.
In
sheet of stamps twice. The first
“The Postmaster-General is desirous of
connection with the above changes I
colour, which bore the duty or value
substituting single-coloured singlyhave to request that you would
tablet, also had to be allowed to dry
fugitive Postage Stamps for some of
forward an estimate of the cost of
before the second colour could be
the bi-coloured stamps now issued”.
the new plates.”
printed. In addition, it had been
thought necessary to add a chalk
The letter continued- “As a preliminary
I am, gentleman,
surface to the paper to improve the
step, it is proposed to change the
Your obedient servant,
appearance of the stamps. Both of
colours of the three bi-coloured stamps
H. F. Bartlett
these greatly increased the cost of
which are of the smallest individual
Controller of Stamps
stamp production, and the Inland
value, and have the largest sale, vizt.,
Revenue was ever anxious to keep
the 1½d, 2d, and 4d stamps. It is not
costs to a minimum.
Proposed to alter the designs of these
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RIGHT:
2d ‘UNIFIED DIE’
No. 88 – the
original metal die
from which the
printing plate was
made, with its
metal box.
Picture:
copyright Postal
Heritage Trust

RIGHT:
Unique,
almost
complete colour sheet (240
stamps if full) of the Tyrian Plum
with a single stamp missing from
the bottom right hand corner.
Picture:
copyright
Postal
Heritage Trust
De La Rue’s reply.
De La Rue could not have been
greatly surprised to receive this
letter. There must have been many
previous discussions on the topic,
but now the proposals were officially
in print. De La Rue’s reply to Mr.
Bartlett at Somerset House was sent
on the 5th March 1909.
As well as enclosing three different
designs for the new 7d stamp, De La
Rue informed Mr. Bartlett that they
were now printing specimens of the
1½d, 2d and 4d stamps in single
fugitive ink, and would submit
samples in a fortnight.
De La Rue also answered Mr.
Bartlett’s reference to the French
postage stamps, saying that the
French stamps were virtually one
mass of solid colour which, of
course, gives a brighter effect. In
addition, in their opinion, they were
also extremely dangerous, as they
lend themselves more readily to
forgery, the engraving, such as it is,
being of a very crude nature!
The letter continued- “The changes
in the 1½d, 2d and 4d stamps, and
the new plate for the 7d, will entail
four working dies at a cost of £55
each, and four 480-set printing
plates at a cost of £80 each”. The
letter was signed by Thomas
“Andros” De La Rue, Chairman.
Although reference was made to 480
set printing plates, they were actually
referring to sets of two 240 set
printing plates placed side by side
using Hopkinson and Cope’s
Wharfdsale 4 printing machines (the
old bi-coloured 2d value was printed
on Koenig and Bauer printing
machines which were manufactured
in Germany).
The specimens, in a selection of colours including several on coloured paper, were duly submitted to Mr. Bartlett on the 19th
March 1909. The 2d design, however, which had produced an extremely attractive stamp when printed in two contrasting
colours, did not lend itself well to single colour printing.
Three new designs
This prompted De La Rue to send a further letter, exactly five months later on the 19th August 1909, which stated: “We are
inclined to think, on further consideration, that the design of the existing 2d stamp is hardly suitable for reproduction in one
colour only, and we venture to enclose herewith, for your inspection, three new designs, numbered 1, 2, and 3, to enable you
to decide whether a new design shall be adopted”.

RIGHT: January 12th 1909 –
‘Appendix of 17 colour essays for the
new 2d design, all overprinted
‘Cancelled’ in manuscript. This
shows the colours submitted – green,
dull blue-green, pale blue, deep blue,
violet, red-purple, deep red-brown,
grey-brown, grey, black and yellowochre. De La Rue considered: ‘the
purple we have placed at the top will
offer good contrast to existing
duties’, and this was approved.
Picture: copyright Postal Heritage
Trust

Three
similar
designs
were
submitted on glazed card. Design 1
was submitted in slate-purple and
olive-green and had a rectangular
duty tablet, Design 2 in blue, deep
reddish brown and dark olive-green
and had an oval value tablet, whilst
the accepted Design 3 was
submitted in steel-blue and purple.
De La Rue also printed and retained
for their own records stamp-sized
photographic essays of the three
designs, which had been pen
cancelled with a cross and printed in
deep reddish brown on card, with the
inscription
“Dupl/design
subm,
blue”.
Just over six weeks later, on the 5th
October 1909, De La Rue received a
reply from Somerset House, saying“Gentlemen, With reference to the
three new designs for the proposed
single coloured 2d Postage and
Revenue Stamp forwarded by you on
the 19th August last, I am directed by
the Board of Inland Revenue to
inform you that the Postmaster
General has approved for adoption
the design No. 3. I am therefore to
authorise you to prepare the
necessary die and plates for this
stamp”.
A week later, De La Rue received a
further letter from Somerset House,
enclosing the accepted proof for
design No. 3, to remove any doubt
over which had been accepted, and
at the same time requested its
return after examination.
The design having been confirmed, De La Rue produced a Die Proof in black on white card with the inscription “BEFORE
HARDENING 1 DEC 09” printed on it, and a manuscript inscription below- “Working Die- last proof 3.pm.”. The Die, having
been carefully examined and considered satisfactory, was then hardened in readiness for producing printing plates. This
having been successfully accomplished, the following day De La Rue produced a further Die Proof inscribed “AFTER
HARDENING 2 DEC 09”. A further trial was produced in dull rose on plain white card.
Soon afterwards, between December 1909 and February 25th 1910, ten plates were made, all duly recorded in De La Rue’s
“striking Book“ records, each accompanied by an example of the design in black on card. On the 25th February 1910, ten
further leads were produced, and on the 26th February a further 20 leads were made. These were essential, because if a
plate became partly damaged, instead of taking the whole plate out of commission, faulty leads could be removed and new
ones substituted.

TOP RIGHT: Die proof approved ‘1
DEC. 1909’ (no. 3) ‘BEFORE
HARDENING’ with handwritten
inscription ‘Working Die – last proof.
3.p.m.’ Picture: copyright Her
Majesty The Queen, reproduced by
kind permission
RIGHT CENTRE: Die proof ’29 NOV
1909’ in black initialled by Sir
Thomas Andros De La Rue. Picture:
copyright Postal Heritage Trust
BOTTOM RIGHT: The unique
Tyrian Plum cover that was sent to
the Prince of Wales (later King
George V) at Marlborough House
and features the only known used
features of the stamp. It features and
‘EAST STRANT/MY 5/10’ postmark
and arrived on the day of King
Edward VII’s death. It is in the Royal
Philatelic Collection.
Picture:
copyright Her Majesty The Queen,
reproduced by kind permission

With some plates now ready for
printing, on the 12th January 1910,
De La Rue sent perforated colour
trials on crown watermarked paper
to Somerset House with a letter
saying “On appendix hereto, in
duplicate, we beg to hand you proofs
of the new 2d stamp. We consider
the purple that we have placed at
the top will offer a good contrast to
the existing duties. The colours
submitted were purple (Tyrian Plum),
orange, olive, sage green, dull bluegreen, pale blue, deep blue, violet,
red-purple, deep red-brown, pale redbrown, brown, deep brown, greybrown, grey, black and yellow-ochre.
We have included a specimen
printed in black, as requested, but
we cannot advise the adoption of
this, as it would be a stamp that
could be easily photographed. We
also send you stamps printed under
warrant 181, as per delivery note
herewith”. Thus the 2d Tyrian Plum
was born.
Approved for adoption
Official confirmation came when
Somerset House sent a further letter
to De La Rue Ltd. dated the 1st April
1910, saying- “Gentlemen, I have to
inform you that the Postmaster
General has approved of the
adoption of the following specimens
of the new 2d and 7d unified stamps:- 2d stamp- Purple colour- in accordance with the stamp at the head of the sheet of
specimens in appendix dated 12 January 1910” (illustrated on previous page). The letter also stated that the colour of the
7d stamp should be grey. It continued that complaints had been received about the orange colour of the new single colour
4d stamp, introduced just five months earlier, saying that in artificial light it it was liable to be mistaken for the 1d Scarlet
stamp, and that specimens of the 4d stamp should be prepared for the inspection of the Postmaster General in different
shades of orange having no resemblance to red in artificial light.

LEFT: A Tyrian Plum South-West
corner pair from the Royal Philatelic
Collection. Picture: copyright Her
Majesty The Queen, reproduced by
kind permission

Having received the official go-ahead,
De La Rue spared no time in
proceeding with the production of the
new 2d and 7d stamps.
The ten 2d plates were believed to
have been distinguished from each
other by various plate-cuts in the
marginal rule under the bottom row of
stamps.
An imperforate proof sheet in Tyrian
Plum was presented to Somerset
House for Post Office records on April
11, 1910, and perforated copies were
also produced with “horseshoe”
specimen overprints.
De La Rue proceeded to print around 2,500,000 stamps and delivered them to the General Post Office for distribution to
local post offices around the country, the date of distribution believed to be May 6, two days after the 7d value was officially
released. However, on that very same day, King Edward VII died.
The release was cancelled and the entire stock was ordered to be destroyed, with the exception of one complete sheet,
which now has a single stamp missing from the South West corner, being retained for Post Office archives. Many people
subsequently bought the 7d stamp, which had been printed in grey-black, as a mourning stamp for King Edward VII.
Of the sheets of stamps which should have been destroyed, one, however, was released in error to a Post Office in South
East London, who had already sold perhaps 20 copies by the time it was realised an error had been made. The remaining
stock was immediately recalled. It is not thought that any of these twenty or so stamps were postally used, most likely
because whoever bought them realised that the stamp was rare and not on sale elsewhere.
A SW corner pair, without plate cuts and believed to have come from the SE London sheet, is in the Royal collection. No used
copies are recorded, apart from a single copy used on cover and addressed to The Prince of Wales, who was to become the
future King George V. This unique item is also in the Royal Collection, and bears an East Strand postmark dated the May 5
1910.
Imperforate trials
Further imperforate trials exist, printed in red-rose, green, purple and pale brown without watermark, and also in red-rose,
green, mauve, purple and deep orange-brown with Crown watermark. It is believed that these were made in 1911, after King
Edward V11’s death, as colour trials for the new George V postage stamps.
Although the whereabouts of the majority of the 2d Tyrian Plums are now known, a copy turned up in a general lot which was
purchased in 1993, and it is quite likely that there are still one or two examples in old time collections waiting to be found.

